CXS Monthly Meeting Minutes

Conference URL:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/jahia.com/cxs-monthly?authuser=0

OASIS Event URL:

Date: September 2nd, 2015 - 16:00 CEST

Present:
- Serge Huber (Jahia Solutions)
- Kaloyan Nikolov (Telerik/Progress)
- Christophe Laprun (Jahia Solutions)
- Jan Blesseholz (Telerik/Progress)
- Thomas Sigdestad (Enonic)

Excused:
no-one

Agenda:
- Track attendance (required, counts towards voting eligibility)
- Update of status from the Workgroups
- Distribution of new tasks to the Workgroups
- Other information from the TC/Oasis

Notes:
- Every workgroup reported on their status
  - Workgroup 1: no activity, workgroup is paused for the moment
  - Workgroup 2: presented the list of use cases that were collected for CMS and Reporting, which is to be considered good for now
  - Workgroup 3: presented the list of use cases that were collected for Marketing, Privacy, and should be considered completed.
- Next two weeks will be spent in workgroups 2 and 3 to come up with the domain model associated with the use cases
- On Wednesday September 23rd at 16:00 CEST we will meet to merge the domain models that were produced by both workgroups
- Discussed about having a chat system, we decided to use Google Hangout.
- Next monthly meeting will take place Wednesday, 07 October 2015, 04:00pm to 05:00pm CEST

Action items:
- Post meeting minutes to CXS mailing list (Serge)